io8	LECTURES AND ESSAYS
One of the most important expressions of
the moral sense for all time is that of the Stoic
philosophy, especially after its reception among
the Romans. It is here that we find the
enthusiasm of humanity—the cantos geniru
humani—which is so large and important a
feature in all modern conceptions of morality,
and whose widespread influence upon Roman
citizens may be traced in the Epistles of St
Paul. In the Stoic emperors, also, we find
probably the earliest example of great moral
principles consciously applied to legislation on
a large scale. But are we to attribute this to
the individual insight of the Stoic philosophers ?
It might seem at first sight that we must, if we
are to listen to that vulgar vituperation of the
older culture which has descended to us from
those who had everything to gain by its de-
struction.1 We hear enough of the luxurious
1 Compare these passages from Merivaie (Mtnrmns **t/tr M*
Empire, vi.), to whom "it seems a duty to protest against flw
common tendency of Christian moralists to dwell only on tli«
side of Pagan society, in order to heighten by contrast the Memsingi
of the Gospel" :—
1«Much candour and discrimination are required in comparing
the sins of one age with those of another . . „ the cruelty of our
inquisitions and sectarian persecutions, of our laws against
our serfdom and our slavery; the petty fraudutesce we tolerate in
almost every class and caling; of the community; the bold front
worn by our open sensuality ; the deeper degradation of that
is concealed;  all these leave us little room for boasting of our
modern discipline, and must deter the thoughtful inquirer from too
confidently contrasting the morals of the old world and the new/'
" Even at Rome, in the worst of times ... til the relations of
life were adorned in turn with bright instances of devotion, «nd

